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Abstract
Social and behavioral sciences now stand at a critical juncture. The emergence of
Computational Social Science has significantly changed how social networks are
studied. In his keynote at IC2S2 2021, Lehmann presented a series of research based
on the Copenhagen Network Study and pointed out an important insight that has
mostly gone unnoticed for many network science practitioners: the data generation
process — in particular, how data is aggregated over time and the medium through
which social interactions occur — could shape the structure of networks that
researchers observe. Situating the keynote in the broader field of CSS, this
commentary expands on its relevance for the shared challenges and ongoing
development of CSS.
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1 Introduction
Few would disagree that social and behavioral sciences stand at a critical juncture of de-
velopment. More than ever before, researchers have access to a vast wealth of information
and digital records that could potentially be used as “data”; meanwhile, the advancement
of computational tools allows researchers to process and analyze those data with tremen-
dous analytical power that was unthinkable just a few decades ago. Computational Social
Science (CSS) emerges as a timely child of all these advents [1–7]. CSS involves a mul-
tidisciplinary effort with “the development and application of computational methods to
complex, typically large-scale, human (sometimes simulated) behavioral data” [1]. Unlike
traditional datasets curated and collected by social scientists, these new data are often
mined from the “digital footprint” [2] of massive online behaviors and interactions, digi-
tized archives of administrative records [4], and increasingly, digital traces of off-line in-
teractions and activities via sensor technologies [8–10].

At the core of the rising waves of CSS is the idea of networks, both in its theoretical
and methodological form. Perhaps no other contemporary scientific idea can spawn such
wide-ranging disciplinary interests. Textbooks and handbooks on Network Theories and
Methods have been written by communication scholars, computer scientists, economists,
physicists, political scientists, psychologists, sociologists, and statisticians (see, for exam-
ple, [11–17]), and the list can go on. In the most general term, a network consists of “nodes”
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and “edges” linking those nodes [15]. Like any other tool of scientific abstraction, it is a
simplified representation distilled from complex social phenomena.

The study of social networks — networks where nodes represent people and edges rep-
resent some form of connection between them — can be traced back to the 1930s [15, 18].
Ever since, what constitutes a social network and how it is measured and represented
have significantly changed as different generations of researchers have had very differ-
ent data at their disposal. The spectrum of social network data has evolved from ethno-
graphic observations conducted by early pioneers in network research to qualitative inter-
views and quantitative surveys [18], and more recently, encompassing digital records. As
the boundaries of online- and offline-world become increasingly entangled [19], studying
social networks implies a multifaceted endeavor. The Copenhagen Network Study ([20];
CNS) highlighted in Lehmann’s keynote speech is one among such recent data collection
efforts [21, 22]. Presenting a series of research based on the CNS, Lehmann [23] pointed
out a critical insight that has mostly gone unnoticed for many network science practition-
ers: the data generation process — in particular, how data is aggregated over time and the
medium through which social interactions occur — could shape the structure of networks
that researchers observe.

This commentary first gives a summary of the keynote speech. Next, situating the
keynote in the broader field of CSS, I show the different approaches of the two main
branches of CSS — computational sciences versus social sciences. Then I argue that the
insight from the keynote points to some of the shared challenges on both sides. Most im-
portantly, there exists a trade-off between prioritizing the richness of data and extracting
scientific meanings out of such data. The final section suggests two ongoing trends in the
field of CSS that could help address those shared challenges — data triangulation and the
integration of data-driven and theory-driven research.

2 Summary of the keynote
Throughout the keynote, Lehmann’s main message is that the way data is generated, aggre-
gated, and represented shapes the structure of networks. Previous research on identifying
clusters within networks, called “community detection”, has mostly focused on partition-
ing nodes into communities given the patterns of connections between them. However,
as nodes tend to belong to multiple communities, the pervasive overlap of communities
leads to networks that are locally dense and globally sparse. A solution to this problem is to
focus on clustering links rather than nodes [24]. In a series of studies centered around the
CNS [20] — a longitudinal high-resolution interaction network of over 700 undergraduate
students based on bluetooth, phone-logs, and Facebook data, Lehmann extended this line
of thought and suggested that the unique properties of “links”, such as its temporal resolu-
tion and the interaction medium, could have important implications for how we ascertain
the network structure.

First, Lehmann and colleagues found that looking at data at different time scales can
reveal different groupings within the network. This is because the process of aggregating
data over a longer period can obscure the unique characteristics of networks with distinct
fundamental structures [25]. For instance, in one study, [26] argued that the complexity of
social networks can be simplified by breaking down the data into shorter time periods, or
micro-episodes of “gatherings.” They showed that networks that appear dense and com-
plex on a daily basis could be decomposed into sparser networks when analyzed at hourly
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or 5-minute intervals. These structures, which are formed by repeated gatherings over
time, contain stable “cores” and can accurately predict individuals’ geosocial behaviors
based on human mobility models [27].

Lehmann’s second key observation was that the medium through which social interac-
tions occur (such as Bluetooth sensors, phone logs, or social media) also influences the
structure of networks. While networks formed through different communication chan-
nels may have similar structural properties when analyzed over a long period of time,
the microscopic structures of these networks can be very different. For example, phone
networks are made up of pairs of individuals (dyads) because phone calls typically only
involve two people, which limits the ability for triadic closure (three people connecting
synchronously). In contrast, the basic units of Facebook networks consist of one-to-many
interactions that may not be synchronous. Lehmann proposed two dimensions for classi-
fying these microscopic structures: whether the communication is synchronous or asyn-
chronous, and whether it is one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many [25]. Each type
of communication creates a unique “network footprint,” or “dynamical class” of networks,
and the corresponding data collection process produces different results at different time
scales.

Altogether, these two insights challenge some of the existing research practices in net-
work science. For example, many of the null models that researchers rely on in generating
a reference distribution of graphs often result in microscopic configurations that are com-
pletely unrealistic (such as random-mixing graphs). In addition, comparing counts of net-
work motifs [28] is only meaningful when the data generating processes are comparable,
or, in [23]’s own term, belonging to the same “dynamical class” of networks. More gener-
ally, it also raises the question to what extent we could generalize the patterns and prop-
erties observed across networks with very different underlying data generation processes.
Beyond these immediate implications for network science, I expand on the relevance of
Lehmann’s keynote to the broader field of CSS.

3 Relevance to CSS
Although what CSS encapsulates has shifted over the past decades [4], the evolving field of
CSS is centered around a shared interest in the ever-expanding reservoirs of digital data
and a shared goal of detecting and making sense of patterns of complex human behav-
iors revealed by those data. As the field of CSS emerges, there exists a natural division of
labor between the social science side and the computational side. Social sciences provide
questions, while computational sciences enable social scientists to answer those questions
with new tools and new perspectives, consisting of a “trading zone” between different dis-
ciplines [3].

On the one hand, the Copenhagen Network Study, alongside the series of research based
on it, illustrates the different disciplinary approaches of doing science under the loose um-
brella of CSS — particularly, the difference between prediction-oriented and explanation-
oriented research. On the other hand, the insights raised by Lehmann in the keynote point
to some common challenges shared by both the computational side and the social science
side of the CSS. It is not only the similar interests in digital data that these two sides share
but also conundrums.
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3.1 Different disciplinary approaches
In the most simplistic division, the computational side of the CSS is mostly driven by
data and prioritizes prediction-oriented research, while the social science side of the CSS
mostly orients towards theory and prioritizes explanation-oriented research [6]. This dif-
ference can be seen from a highly simplified comparison of how each side deals with high-
resolution temporal data on communication events.

In the study highlighted in the keynote [26], the goal of the researchers is to detect
meaningful patterns from high-frequency data on communication networks. When the
researchers de-aggregate the temporal dimension and slice the network with shorter time
intervals, the network structure becomes apparent and gets simplified. The researchers
further find that the stable “cores” that emerged from those repeated gatherings over time
can precisely predict the geosocial behaviors of individuals. In this case, the network itself
consists of “links” that represent instances of communication events rather than measure-
ment for a specific theoretical construct. Thus reducing the data complexity happens at
the stage of data analysis, where the unit of observation (a communication event) over-
laps with the unit of analysis. Eventually, the researchers are interested in how well those
structures can predict individuals’ behaviors within a certain time span.

In an early sociological study [29], the researchers are confronted with a similar type
of data albeit less multifaceted than the CNS — minute-to-minute email exchanges at an
American university. The goal of the researchers is to explain how “ties” form over time.
Thus the first item on the researchers’ to-do list is to construct an empirically reliable
and theoretically valid measurement for what constitutes a “tie”. The formation and the
dissolution of a tie are functions of the intensity of the communication events. In this case,
reducing the data complexity happens at the measurement construction stage, prior to
any kind of analysis and modeling. The unit of analysis (a tie) is an aggregated abstraction
from the unit of observation (a communication event). Eventually, the researchers arrive
at a theoretical explanation for how ties form and why they manifest into the structural
forms they do.

Although the prediction-oriented and the explanation-oriented approach are not nec-
essarily mutually exclusive, each involves very different analytical choices regarding mea-
surement construction. For a task of predicting individuals’ mobility patterns within a
relatively short time span, it lends researchers more predictive power when construing
“links” on a minute-to-minute or hourly basis. In contrast, for a task of explaining how
individuals become friends with a specific type of people (say, people with similar income,
similar professions, living in similar neighborhoods, affiliated with the same sport club),
it often requires a theoretical construct (a tie) that goes beyond the unit of observation (a
communication event).

Two lessons become apparent from this simple exercise. First, having rich data could
yield novel insights, yet having rich data cannot substitute the process of understanding
the “why” behind the patterns that emerged from the data. Sometimes domain knowledge
is also required. This also distinguishes CSS from pure prediction tasks that commonly
populate the industry of data science. Second, the theories we enlist to explain the “why”
can have unspoken limits and assumptions — such as their temporal scope. Sometimes
those assumptions are not directly transferable between different types of data and differ-
ent contexts.
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3.2 Shared challenges
The main message delivered in the keynote — that the data generation process shapes
patterns that emerge from the data — is not unique to computational scientists. We see
similar lines of inquiry in the development of traditional social science as well. Take, for
instance, the well-established survey method that has dominated social sciences for the
past few decades. The line of literature on survey methodology [30] and the psychology
behind survey response [31] shows the importance of how the data generating process
should be considered when researchers design and field a survey — such that the potential
biases induced by certain data generation practices could be minimized.

In fact, when we look at the development of social sciences over the past century, the
emergence of a dominating research paradigm is invariably accompanied by the availabil-
ity of new data sources and research tools brought about by the advent of new technolo-
gies. For instance, the prevalence of survey data is a result of the availability of phones and
later computers, which largely facilitated the ways surveys are conducted and reduced the
costs of large-scale surveys. Nowadays, with the possibility of online surveys and the boom
of survey companies, it is not uncommon that researchers can tap into a large pool of po-
tential survey respondents and experiment subjects just within a few clicks (e.g., [32, 33]).
With those in mind, we see that the availability of new data and tools inevitably shapes the
social reality within the grasp of the researchers. Thus it is almost unavoidable that the
dominating ways of doing social sciences will be challenged by new methods and the new
representation of social reality that they produce.

To this end, the issues raised in the keynote represent an instance where both sides
(computational sciences and social sciences) have been grappling with a similar challenge:
there exists a non-trivial trade-off between prioritizing the richness of data and extract-
ing scientific meanings out of such data. More specifically, how can we effectively reduce
large amounts of data to a more manageable size while still maintaining its richness and
depth, and what patterns can we identify in the process? [3] Do those patterns represent
new instances of existing theories, or do we need new theory-building efforts in order to
understand those “new” phenomena?

Along this line, a key methodological challenge in network research involves deciding
what constitutes a tie. As mentioned above, for computational sciences, the unit of obser-
vation (e.g., a communication event) and the unit of analysis (e.g., a network tie) are not
clearly demarcated; for social sciences, however, the unit of analysis often requires certain
processes of aggregation and abstraction from the unit of observation. For instance, in
traditional survey data, the process of abstraction is based on the cognitive representation
of the survey respondent (e.g., by answering “who is your best friend in the classroom”?).
With passive behavioral data such as those extracted from phone logs, email exchanges,
and social media, the task of abstraction falls onto the researcher — when and how do
we determine what a meaningful tie is? Is such abstraction consistent with how the actors
themselves would otherwise perceive it?

This is further complicated by the fact that the measurement itself can interfere with
what we intend to measure [7]. As pointed out in Lehmann (2021)’s keynote, the micro-
scopic structures of communication are highly dependent on the type of instrument we
use and the design of the platforms or technologies that we rely on (e.g., sensors, phone
logs, social media, etc.). Thus this requires researchers to be aware of the constraints and
the unspoken assumptions that the data generating process could impose.
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4 Future development of CSS
4.1 Data linking and triangulation
Going back to the shared challenges, we see that both traditional and new digital data
have limits in measuring the theoretical constructs that are often at the core of social
science theories. This calls for a need for data merging, cross-platform data linking (e.g.,
see Adam’s keynote [34]), and data triangulation [7].

In the early heyday of “big data”, digital traces — such as those scrapped from online
shopping platforms and social media — are often passively collected as human behaviors
unfold in real-time and thus are not particularly “designed” for research purposes [35].
Compared to traditional datasets that are often produced and curated under the supervi-
sion of the researchers — such as those from surveys and lab experiments, those “natu-
ralistic” data are seen by social scienctists with an eye of suspicion [36, 37] due to issues
such as data representation and confounding measurements. Against this background, the
Copenhagen Network Study is unique in that it showcases a potential solution for some
of those criticisms. It is among a few recent cases (e.g., see other similar data collection ef-
forts in [21, 22]) that not only show that a multifaceted data collection strategy with a large
population is feasible but also that such data can be specifically harnessed and curated for
research purposes (although not without ethical concerns).

The need for data triangulation is also called for by the limits of existing social theory [7].
Having a more realistic grasp of social reality could not only help researchers interrogate
the validity of their measurements but also inform theory development — particularly in
locating theoretical blind spots. In Lehmann (2021)’s example, the idea that different tem-
poral aggregation of communication events results in different network structures imme-
diately brings the question of temporality to the front end. While longitudinal analyses of
networks have become a routine part of the scholarly dialogue [38], the theory-building
effort has focused chiefly on static network structures and the dominating network pro-
cesses that lead to such structures. We lack a realistic theory of how networks evolve (and
potentially at different time scales). For instance, most network studies focus on tie forma-
tion, yet very few look into tie decay and dissolution. Although we have well-established
theories on network mechanisms such as homophily, reciprocity, and transitivity [39],
there is a lack of attention on how those mechanisms could vary over time [40] and to
what extent they could be generalized into digital networks [19].

4.2 Integrating data-driven and theory-driven research
As different disciplines have different approaches of doing science, data-driven research
and theory-driven research have mostly developed along segregated lines. Most often, we
see a one-sided import of computational methods into social sciences [2, 4, 41]. In con-
trast, Lehmann (2021)’s own trajectory of extracting theories (“dynamical class” and “fun-
damental structures”) from empirical insights illustrates a possible reverse flow of knowl-
edge. Those theory-building efforts are needed to synthesize and integrate pockets of em-
pirical insights that emerged from ongoing streams of data-driven research. Additionally,
the realization that his own classification of communication events overlaps with theoret-
ical frameworks developed earlier by communication scholars [42] precisely shows a need
for more two-sided exchange between theory-driven and data-driven research.

In sum, although the epistemic values of the social science side and the computational
side differ [3], they could offer complementary perspectives, and the integration of both
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could yield fruitful advances in scientific insights [6]. As it is often the case that scien-
tific papers conclude with limitations of the current study and suggest potential future
directions, the existing limits of the data-driven approach and the existing limits of so-
cial theory present tremendous opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration and, po-
tentially, paving the way for the emergence of a new research paradigm. Thus as data-
driven researchers become more theoretically-minded and theory-driven researchers be-
come more data-enabled, there is hope that we see some converging points on a unified
framework for research practices and methodologies. Yet, integrating different strands
and possibly different paradigms of research requires “brokers” that could link different
scholarly communities. So far, it still remains a challenge to facilitate such “bridging” ties
and interdisciplinary dialogues, as the institutional incentives and the corresponding in-
frastructures are still wanting [5].
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